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SEMISTABLE 7H-SURFACES

WITH ICOSAHEDRAL SYMMETRY

by Jan Stevens*)

Abstract. In a Type III degeneration of K3 -surfaces the dual graph of the central
fibre is a triangulation of S2. We realise the tetrahedral, octahedral, and especially
the icosahedral triangulation in families of K3 -surfaces, preferably with the associated

symmetry groups acting.

Introduction

A degeneration of surfaces is a 1-parameter family with general fibre a

smooth complex surface. The case of K3 -surfaces has attracted a great deal of
attention. A nice discussion is contained in the introductory first paper [F-M] of
the bundle [SAGS]. One usually allows base change and modifications to obtain

good models. After a ramified cover of the base and resolution of singularities
we may assume that the degeneration / : Y — S 3 0 is semistable : the zero
fibre X =/-1(0) is a reduced divisor with (simple) normal crossings in the

smooth manifold X. Further modifications of a K3 -degeneration lead to a

minimal model, which falls into one of three types.
In a Type III degeneration of K3 -surfaces the dual graph of the central

fibre is a triangulation of S2. In this paper I construct an example with my
favourite triangulation, the icosahedral one. A substantial part is taken up
by the tetrahedral case, which is easier to handle and allows more explicit
results. A second purpose of this paper is to link general theory with concrete
computations.

There are two obvious ways to realise a semistable degeneration with
prescribed combinatorial type. The first is to start with a singular total space,

*) Partially supported by the Swedish Research Council (Vetenskapsrâdet).
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but correct central fibre. An example is the coordinate tetrahedron T xox1X2X3

in P3, where we get a degeneration / : X — P1 3 0 by blowing up the base

locus of the pencil spanned by T and a generic quartic. The total space then
has 24 A1-singularities. This is a minimal model in the Mori category, but

one has to take a small resolution to get a smooth total space. We can arrange
that each plane of the tetrahedron is blown up in 6 points. The dual graph j

of the central fibre remains the same. 1

The second method is to try to smooth the putative central fibre. For the j

tetrahedron this can be done directly. We glue together four cubic surfaces along |

triangles. This normal crossings variety satisfies the topological conditions to
be a central fibre (the triple point formula), but one also needs a more
subtle analytic condition d-semistability), which translates into equations j

on the coefficients in the equations. The necessary deformation theory in j

general has been developed by Friedman [F2]. The central result is that j

smoothing is always possible in the K3 -case. This holds both for abstract and

embedded deformations. One typically obtains different degenerations from the j

two constructions, which fill up 19 dimensional families in a 20 dimensional
deformation space of the normal crossings K3.

For the octahedron both methods can again be applied. We find the correct

space as anticanonical divisor in the toric threefold given by a cube. In
his monograph Ulf Persson invites the reader To find a degeneration into a

dodekahedron of rational surfaces' [P, p. 126]. For a construction according to
the first method the double curve must be an anti-canonical divisor on each

component. The most natural choice for a rational surface is then a Del Pezzo

of degree five. This makes that the dodecahedron itself has degree 60, and it
is exactly such a dodecahedron, obtained by gluing twelve Del Pezzo surfaces,

which the second method smoothes. Unfortunately the computations are too

difficult to give explicit formulas. The same holds for a related problem in
fewer variables, smoothing the Stanley-Reisner ring of the icosahedron. A
semistable model of such a degeneration has as central fibre a complexified
football. The extra components come from singularities of the total space.

The last example suggests that one can get a dodecahedron out of a

central fibre with fewer than 12 components. This requires a breaking of the

symmetry. By combining the first and the second method I obtain in 5.12 an

explicit degeneration, whose general fibre is a smooth K3 -surface of degree

12 in P7, with special fibre consisting of 6 planes with triangles as double

curves and 3 quadric surfaces with rectangular double curve. Its total space
has three singularities, which are isomorphic to cones over Del Pezzo surfaces

of degree 5, and 18 A\ points. The dual graph of the central fibre on a suitable
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smooth model is the icosahedron.

This paper is organised as follows. In the first section I recall the results

on degenerations of K3-surfaces, in particular that one can always realise

a particularly nice model, the (—l)-form. Section 2 brings as illustration

detailed computations for tetrahedra. The results fit in with the general

deformation theory, which is treated in the third section, with special

emphasis on degenerations in (— l)-form. A short fourth section introduces

the combinatorial tools to handle large systems of equations: the definitions

of Stanley-Reisner rings and Hodge algebras are reviewed. The final section

contains the dodecahedral degenerations.

1. SEMISTABLE DEGENERATIONS OF K3 -SURFACES

1.1. The name K3 has been explained by André Weil: «en l'honneur
de Kummer, Kähler, Kodaira et de la belle montagne K2 au Cachemire»

[W, p. 546]. He calls any surface a K3, if it has the differentiate structure

of a smooth quartic surface in P3(C). A Kummer surface is a quartic with
16 Ai-singularities. As these singularities admit simultaneous resolution, the

minimal resolution of a Kummer surface deforms into a smooth quartic and

is therefore a K3 -surface. A quartic surface X is simply connected, so in
particular b\(X) 0 and has trivial canonical sheaf by the adjunction formula:
X is an anti-canonical divisor in P3. The modern definition of a K3 -surface :

b\(X) 0 and Kx 0, is equivalent with Weil's definition because all
K3 -surfaces form one connected family.

1.2. Let /: A' —» S 3 0 be a proper surjective holomorphic map of a

3-dimensional complex manifold X to a (germ of a) curve S such that the

zero fibre X =/_1(0) is a reduced divisor with (simple) normal crossings;
then the degeneration / is called semistable.

In the K3 case the following holds (see [F-M] for exact references) :

1.3. THEOREM (Kulikov). Let f:X —> S be a semistable degeneration
of K3-surfaces. If all components of X =f~l(0) are Kähler, then there exists
a modification X' of X such that Kx> 0.

A degeneration as in the conclusion of the theorem (Kx 0) is called a
Kulikov model.
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1.4. THEOREM (Persson, Kulikov). Let f: X —* S be a Kulikov model

of a degeneration of K3 -surfaces with all components of X =f~l(0) Kähler.
Then either

(I) X is smooth, or

(II) X is a chain of elliptic ruled components with rational surfaces at the

ends and all double curves are smooth elliptic curves, or

(III) X consists of rational surfaces meeting along rational curves which form
cycles on each component. The dual graph is a triangulation of S2.

According to the case division in the theorem one speaks of degenerations
of type I, II, or III. Without the Kähler assumption it is not always possible
to arrange that Kx 0 [K, N]. Even under the assumption Kx 0 the

list becomes longer (see [N, Thm. 2.1]). In particular it is possible that the

central fibre contains surfaces of type VIIo- The case that the central fibre
contains an Inoue-Hirzebruch surface is relevant for the deformation of cusp
singularities [L].

Figure 1.1

Elementary modification of type I

A Kulikov model is not unique. The central fibre can be modified with

flops. If C~ is a smooth rational curve in X with self intersection —1, lying
in a component Xi and intersecting the double curve transversally in one point
lying in Xj, then after the flop the curve C+ lies in Xj. This operation is
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also called an elementary modification of type I along C~. An elementary

modification of type II is a flop in a curve C which is a component of

the double curve and has self intersection — 1 on both components Xj, Xj on

which it lies. There are two triple points on C~ involving the components Xk

and X/. After the flop C+ is a double curve lying in the components Xk and

X/. Note that we might lose projectivity by using elementary transformations.

1.5. The Minus One Theorem [M-M]. By modifications of type I and

II one can achieve that every component of the double curve of the special

fibre has self intersection —I on both components on which it lies.

1.6. Let X \JXi be a normal crossings surface with double locus D.
If X is a divisor in a smooth 3-fold M then one can define the infinitesimal
normal bundle Od(X) as Od(X) Om(X)\d. It can be defined independently
of M. To this end, let Ixt be the ideal sheaf of X/ in X. It is locally generated

by one generator n, but is not invertible as n is a zero divisor in Ox - However
Ixi\d is locally free [F2, (1.8)]. Following Friedman one makes the following
definitions.

1.7. Definition. The infinitesimal normal bundle Od(X) is the line
bundle dual to 0D(—X), where

Figure 1.2

Elementary modification of type II

Od(—X) — (IX] |d) ®od ' ' * <S>oD (hklü) -
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If X is a divisor in M the bundle thus defined is equal to Om(X)\d- In
particular, if X is a central fibre in a semistable degeneration Af —* S, then

Ox(X) Ox so Öe>(X) ÖD. This gives a necessary condition for being a

central fibre.

1.8. Definition. The normal crossings surface X is d-semistable if
ÖD{X) ÖD.

A consequence is the triple point formula : let Dy Xt H Xj and denote

by (Dij)\. the self intersection of Dy on Xt and by Ty the number of triple
points on Dy. Then (cf. [P, Cor. 2.4.2])

<Pv)i+ (0^ + ^ 0.

1.9. Definition. A compact normal crossings surface is a d-semistable
K3 -surface of type III if X is d-semistable, ux Ox and each Xt is rational,
the double curves Dt c Xt are cycles of rational curves and the dual graph
triangulates S2. If the conclusions of the Minus One Theorem hold, that every
component of the double curve has self intersection —1 on either component
of X on which it lies, the surface X is said to be in (—1 )-form.

2. Tetrahedra

2.1. To realise a tetrahedron we start out with four general planes in
3-space. They do not form a d-semistable K3 -surface, but the dual graph
is a tetrahedron. To write down a degeneration with this special fibre we
just take the pencil spanned by T X0X1X2X3 and a smooth quartic. The

symmetry group of the tetrahedron (including reflections) acts if we only take

64-invariant quartics:

Q aa\ + ba\<j2 + ca\ + da\a^

where the at are the elementary symmetric functions in the four variables ;q
and a, b, c and d are constants.

To obtain a family /: X — S one has to blow up the base locus of the

pencil. This can be done in several ways. Blowing up T Q — 0 gives

a total space which is singular, with in general 24 ordinary double points

coming from the 24 intersection points of Q with the double curve of the

tetrahedron T. Arguably, this is the nicest model, and the best one can hope
for in view of the theory of minimal models of 3-folds. A smooth model is
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obtained by a suitable small resolution of the 24 singularities. The quartic
intersects each edge of the tetrahedron in four points. To get the (—l)-form
two of them have to be blown up in one face and the other two in the other
face. The central fibre then consists of four Del Pezzo surfaces of degree 3.

Alternatively one can blow up the irreducible components of T — Q 0

one at a time. The advantage is that one has a projective model. However
it is not in (—l)-form and furthermore the symmetry is not preserved. To

achieve (—l)-form we have to apply modifications of type I; here we might
lose projectivity.

2.2. The tetrahedron of degree 12. We glue together four Del Pezzo
surfaces of degree 3. Take coordinates xi, x4, yi, y4 on P7. Let

{/j, k, 1} {1, 2, 3,4}. The Del Pezzo surface Xt lies in y-L jy Xk xi 0
and has an equation of the form

yjyuyi - 0,

j where Ft is a quadratic form; more specifically,

I Fi J2fiaay2c+ E f'aßyE
I ot^i a,ß^i a^i

The condition that Xt be nonsingular in the vertices of the triangle xt —

yjyicyi0 is that the coefficients f"n in f, do not vanish.
The ideal of the tetrahedron X |JI T, has 14 generators, the 4 cubic Del

Pezzo equations y/yk}'! — and 10 quadratic monomials : the six products
j XiXjand the four products x.y,. The relations among them are :

j (-V/.V/tAj - XiXk)Xj

j (2 |}
v/4, ).v; (.v/.v/l.v,

j (y/W/ - XiFj) Xi - Xffi)yjyk+ (x,x/) F,

j O'T/.n - XlFdyi- (yjykyi-yt - Ft + (xiyi) F,.
j

2.3. Proposition. The tetrahedron X is d-semistable if and only if the
four equations

Ffikkffo

are satisfied.
I

j Proof. We look at the chart y4 1. Then x4 0 and we have the
equations X[Xj, x,y/, y\y2y?> and yfyj ~ x^F^. In all points near the origin

\ yiy2y3 ^ 1 is generator of the infinitesimal normal bundle Od(X). We
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now look on the j2-axis. The equation y2y\ — X3F3 shows that the section

yiyiys ^ 1 has a pole in the zeroes of F3 restricted to the j2-axis, and

likewise in the zeroes of F\ (using the equation ^2^3 — x\F\).
This shows that the expression, given in homogeneous coordinates by

(/i22yl +/i24y2y4 +/i44yj)(/322y! ±ß%y± +/344yI)

yiyiyiy*
represents a non vanishing holomorphic section of Od(X) on the whole line

yi y3. Similar expression can be found for the other edges of the tetrahedron.
We get a global section if and only if we can find a quaternary form / of
degree 4 which restricts to a multiple of the above denominator for each line.

For each face we find from the following lemma the condition that the

12 points in the corresponding hyperplane be cut out by a quartic. We obtain
four equations, which in fact are not independent: under our assumption that
all fjj are different from 0 one can derive one equation from the remaining
three. They give necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the

quaternary quartic.

2.4. LEMMA. Consider 3n points P^a with 1, Pi„ smooth points
of the triangle X1X2X3 0, lying on the side Xi 0 and given by the binary
form Bfxj^xf) — YfL=o bimxfx1^171, where (ij,k) is a cyclic permutation of
(1,2,3). These points are cut out by a ternary form of degree n if and only

if
^10^20^30 binb2nb3n •

Proof Suppose A(x1,^2,X3) f2l+m+p^naimpx\x%x% cuts out the points.
Then A(0^x2^x3) is proportional to 2?i(x2,*3), so (a0n0 • ^oo«) (b\o :b\n).
Likewise we have that (aoon-^noo) (ho-hn) and that (an00:aono)

(f>3Q : b3n). Multiplying these ratios gives the condition.

Conversely, to find A we may suppose that Z?i0 £3« 1 aono

(as no point lies at one of the vertices). We put A(0,X2,X3) #i(*2>*3),
A(xi,jc2,0) ß3(xi,x2). We also can take b20 a^n. As b\n a0o« the

condition gives now Z?2« ^30 anoo and we can set A(x1,0,^3) « B2(xi,x$).
The remaining monomials in A are divisible by x\x2X3 and do not matter.

2.5. Remark. It is not surprising that only the extremal coefficients bt0,

bin are involved, as they depend only on the product of the coordinates of
the points. Ignoring the other coefficients we rename: b^ =: bjk, b[n =: by.
The condition becomes bjkbubij — b^hufo^, which is the form used in the

proposition above.
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2.6. Infinitesimal deformations. We compute embedded deformations

modulo coordinate transformations. To this end we look at the equations as

defining the affine cone C(X) over X. We follow the standard procedure (see

e.g. [SI]): given equations f, satisfying relations Y2firij 0, we have to lift
the equations to Ft — f + ef( and the relations to RX] — rtj + r[j, satisfying

FiRij 0 (mod e2). This means that we have to find f[ such that
lies in the ideal generated by the f. Using undetermined coefficients this is

a finite dimensional problem for each degree. The deformations of C(X) in
degree 0 give embedded deformations of X in P7, while those in degree

< 0 have an interpretation in terms of extensions of X : they tell us of which
varieties I is a hyperplane section. Our main interest lies in the degree 0

deformations, but as preparation we first compute those of negative degrees.

2.7. PROPOSITION. The dimension of 7ç(z)(—2) equals 4 and we have

dimr^(x)(— 1) 16. In case X is d-semistable dim ^^(O) 22, otherwise
it is 21.

Proof Degree —2: we perturb the quadratic equations with constants
and the cubic equations with linear terms. Write xtxj + atj. The first type of
the relations (2.1) then gives atj xk — aikXj 0 G 0C(X), so aik 0. Also the

equation x/y; are not perturbed. Consider yjyuyi — xiFt + ]T afxŒ + b?y& •

The third relation gives ajxj + J2a^jb?xjy^ 0 so we conclude that all
coefficients vanish, except the af which we may choose arbitrary. The last

type of relation is then also satisfied.

Degree — 1 : consider the perturbations

x>xj+ Yl a1Xa+ yZbvy<*

In the local ring we obtain the equation

aij Xk "b ^ y bij xkya ~ aikxj ~b ^ ^ Xjya 0
OL^k OL^j

from which we get b°j0,akl}a'y 0. We now put

xiyi + Xjanx<*+ •

We find

aiixj ^ bii xjya ~ ajjxjyi 0 •

«/y

We conclude aJu 0, bJu 0 for all j -f i and finally ajj b\-. In particular
a\j is independent of j. We can use the coordinate transformation xt i-+
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to get rid of the ai -term. So the equations xtxj are not perturbed at all. This

means that xtyj is only perturbed with the term aLuXi, which can be made to
vanish by coordinate transformations in the y* -variables. As above we find that
the only allowable perturbations of the cubic equation y/y^y/ — xiFi are those

divisible by xt. As we have used all coordinate transformations, all monomials

xf, xflj can occur. This makes the dimension of Tl(— 1) into 4x4.
Degree 0: we proceed in the same way by first considering the

perturbations

XX+ X + X bfxayß+ ]T cpl + Y, dfy*y0
Multiplied with Xk this gives the following terms in the local ring :

4** + X bfxlyß+ X tfwa + X dfxky*yß
ß^k a^k a,ß^k

We conclude that all coefficients occurring here vanish. In particular akj — 0.

Using the coordinate transformations xj i—> xj — a\jXt we may suppose that all

afj vanish. We are left with

•v;.v/+X bfx>yß+X xxß+4W/ •

With the perturbations

m+X aü-+X bfxayß+ X O« + X >

a^i a^i a^i a,ß^i

where we used coordinate transformations xt i—>• xt — cluyi, xt h* Xi — duyj,
yî yi — aluXi and y, i-> y* — btyj to remove some coefficients, we now get
(using the j th Del Pezzo equation)

44+X 4X^/3+Xc^y«+ X df°-
a^i a,ßj^i

Using the explicit expression for Fj we obtain the equations

aj _ jkfh- hiß dkiaß ca- — dkffaauii ~~ aij nj > uu ijUj 3 « y// 3

_Jv/' _ jklfii jkl _ jklrkl kl riß
ij ~~ ijij ' UijJ} ' ij ijJj '

We can determine all coefficients, but because c# does not depend on j, we

get two equations for it:

4'//= 4=44".
We view these as one linear equation for the unknowns dkJ. The coefficient

matrix of the resulting linear system is
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0 fjjJk -flJJ 0 0 0

-Jf 0 flkk 0 0 0

fjl -fk 0 0 0 0

fkk 0 0 0 rkk
Jl 0

-f!1 0 0 rll
Jk 0 0

0 0 0 -fit ft 0

0 f? 0 -fjl 0 0

0 -fijj 0 0 0

0 0 0 f? 0 -ft
0 0 fjj 0 0 fjjJk

0 0 -fikk 0 fjk 0

\ 0 0 0 0 -ft ft
It has a nontrivial solution if all 6 x 6 minors vanish. Among those are

WWW
from which we obtain that the square of

fjjfkkfll rkkrllrjj
JkJl jj jj JkJl

lies in the ideal of the minors. This is one of the four conditions for

<i-semistability. There are three more equations

rjj nil riirkk _ rkkrjjrllrii
Jk jj JI Ji Jj JI Ji Jk

in the reduction of the ideal of minors, which do not give new conditions if
the f/j ffe 0, as

j riirkk/ fjjfkkfll fkkfllfjj\ rkk rjj / riirkk rll fUfiifkk\
I JI Ji yJk Jl Jj Jj JkJl / ' Jj JI yjl Ji Jk Ji JkJl J '

1 Under the d-semistability conditions the rank of the matrix is 5, and we obtain
j one infinitesimal deformation, where the quadratic equations are perturbed,
i Furthermore one has the perturbations of the cubic equations alone, which
I as before have to be divisible by xt. We have already used 44 coordinate

transformations. The coefficient of xtyayß can be made to vanish with a

transformation of the type y7 i—i y1 — exi. So we have 28 coefficients left
j and the diagonal coordinate transformations, giving dimension 21.

j The computations in negative degree show that the tetrahedron X is only a

j hyperplane section of threefolds with two-dimensional singular locus, obtained
i by gluing together four cubic threefolds.
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2.8. We want to describe an explicit deformation in the <i-semistable

case. We use the coordinate transformation xt (ff /f^)xt, / 1, 2, 3,
which gives ffff//-44 as coefficient of yj in the new F*. The d-semistability
conditions yield that the new coefficients satisfy ffi f-1. We will denote

them by fij. A solution to the linear equations above is then dij — dfki, with
d a new deformation variable. Furthermore we use coordinate transformations

to remove the yayg terms from the F,

We set Hi g}yj+g\yk+g\yi+hixi. With this notation we get the following
infinitesimal deformation :

XiXj + dfkiykyi - df^x^j + xjyï),

x$i + d(fa xjHj+fjixkHk +fjkxiHi+fkifkjyl

yjykyi - x^yj +fiky2k +fay?) - x-H,

+ dyi(ifikfji- fiifjk )fyy}+ (fijfki+ +

+ dfijfikfuy] + +fijfuxkHk

If we try to lift to higher order complicated formulas arise, and it is not clear

whether the computation is finite. It does stop if we restrict ourselves to the

case of tetrahedral symmetry. Then ftj does not depend on (ij), and we call
the common value / ; likewise g is the value of all g{, and h that of the ht.
We retain the notation Hi giyj -\-yk Fyd+hxt. By a coordinate transformation

Xi I—^ Xi + df2yi we simplify the expression for the first 6 equations. We write
t for the deformation parameter.

2.9. PROPOSITION. The following set of equations defines a degeneration

of K3-surfaces with special fibre a tetrahedron of degree 12 :

XiXj + tf(yk - tfHk)(yi - tfHt),

Xtfi + tfiXjHj+ xkHk + xiHi) + tf2(yj + yj + y2k+ y2),

yjykyi -ACyf + yj +yl+ yj)-•*?#;

- t2/2 (yjHkHi+ ykHjHt + + ?f3HjHkHi

The general fibre is a smooth K3 -surface lying on P1 x P1 x P1.

Proof We suppress the computation. For t 0 the cubic equations lie
in the ideal of the quadrics. We can write three independent equations

xfyi - tfHi) - Xj(yj - tfHf)
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which together with the first six define P1 x P1 x P1 : each square in the

following picture gives an equation, where we put Zi := V~tf 0H ~ tfHd-

We obtain the K3 by taking the complete intersection with the quadric

2.10. The relation with quartics. We can construct a degree 12

tetrahedron from four planes in P3 by first blowing up each plane in 6 points
and then gluing them back together. Therefore we first describe the blow up
in a way adapted to our situation.

Let two points lie on each side of the coordinate triangle in P2 with
coordinates (z\ :m:zs). We describe them by zk zj + dijZiZj + btjzj 0,
where (ijk) is a cyclic permutation of (123) (this means that we choose an
orientation on the triangle). As cubics through the six points we take the

coordinate triangle and three cubics, each consisting of a side and a quadric
passing through the remaining four points. More precisely, we take

One computes the relations

zkyj ~ bijZjyic ~ ((1 - bijbjkbki)zi - aijZj + bijbjkakizk)x0 0

By the Hilbert-Burch theorem the maximal minors of the relation matrix

give the cubics, up to a common factor 1 — ^>12^23^31 • By Lemma 2.4 this
factor vanishes exactly when the 6 points lie on a conic.

EiCw +3 + 4tf2yf)

Xq Z1Z2Z3

yt Zi(z2k - akizkZi + bk-+ byzj)) •
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Viewing the relations as holding between the Zi gives the coefficient matrix

(1 - fefefe)x0 bi2y3 - anxp bi2b23a3iXo - y2 \
fefe^i2^o - y3 (1 - fefefe)x0 yib23 - a23x0

fey2 ~ a31*0 bi2b3\a23x0 - yi (1 - bi2b23b3i)x0 /
Its determinant is the equation of the surface. After dividing by fefefe — 1

it equals

yxyiys - xo(fey2 + fey? + fey?)

- Xo(<3i2<223fey2 + ß23Ö3lfey3 + <231<3l2feyi - (ai2y3 + «23yi + «3iy2)(l + fefefe))
— Vo((l — fefefe)2 + (1 + fefefe)<2l2<223<231 + fefeö3i + fefeßl2 + fefe<223) •

This last formula also works if the 6 points lie on a conic, but then it is

easier to take the y, as product of a side and the conic through the 6 points ;

this means adding a multiple of xq to each yt. The equation then becomes

yiy2y3 - *oöÖ0 With Q(z) the conic.

Now we apply this to our tetrahedron. We choose an orientation and orient
the faces with the induced orientation. We get variables xt and yt. For the

face i we take xj ZjZkZi as before, but we multiply yj by a factor Ay- to be

determined later. So we set yj ÀijZj(zf+... We look at the line z3 zo 0,
with coordinates (z\ : z2). Via the coordinates of face 0 we get the embedding

(yi • y2) (Aoifesi : A02Z2) whereas face 3 gives (yi :y2) (A3izi : A32fez2).
The condition that the Del Pezzo surfaces are glued in the same way as the

planes yields the equations AoiA32fefe — Ao2A3i By even permutations of
(0123) we get in total six equations. They are solvable if and only if

fefefefefefefefefefefefe 1,

a condition obtained by multiplying the six equations.

The d-semistability conditions flJfkkfjl — ffkfkfi ~ 0 give for the cubic

above, using (jkl) (123) :

fe fe b20_ _
bp3 bpi bp2

A2i A32 Aj3 Aj2 A^3 A|J

Using the fact that the A
y satisfy the equations A32fe/A3i A02/(Aoife)

we see that this condition is equivalent to ^2i^32^?3 ^?2^23^3i » which is

one of the conditions that the 24 points be cut out by a quartic.
We can ask which choices of 24 points give our symmetric tetrahedron.

The condition YI % 1 limits the possibilities. In particular, if all by 1, the

six points in each face lie on a conic, giving a singular tetrahedron. If we take

the quartic Q (aa\ + ba2)2 then each element of the pencil has 12 singular
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points. We can blow them up and blow down the six conics in the faces by

embedding the pencil in P7 x P1 with the linear system of cubics in P3 with

as base points the 12 singular points. We set

L — ZjZkZl •>

yt Zi(aaj+

We obtain a symmetric tetrahedron with g — h — 0.

We get nonsingular Del Pezzo surfaces by taking all by —1, and

ay a. Then / — 1, g —a2 and h a2 + 4. The points on the side of
the tetrahedron are given by

(zf + aziZj — zj)(—Zi + ciZiZj + zj) — {~Zi + (2 + a2) Z(zj — zj).

In particular, we obtain different smoothings of the same tetrahedron, those

embedded in P7 and others where the general fibre is embeddable in P3.

They belong to different 19-dimensional hypersurfaces in the 20-dimensional

subspace of the versai deformation whose general fibre is a smooth K3 -surface.

3. Deformation theory

3.1. Let X (JX; be a normal crossings surface with normalisation
X U Xi. The components of the double locus D are Dtj Xt n Xj. The
divisor Dt := IJA> is a normal crossings divisor in Xt. We set D IIA-

j
As X is locally a hypersurface in a 3-fold Af, its cotangent cohomology

sheaves vanish for i > 2 and

0 —» Tx —> 0MU —^ nx/M —^ fx —^ 0 •

There is a canonical isomorphism 7^ Od(X) and in particular, if X is
d-semistable, then 1% ^ Od [F2, Prop. 2.3].

3.2. LEMMA. There is an exact sequence

0 —— n.Gjf (logö) — Td° — 0.

Proof. This is a local computation. The sheaf ©M(logX) of vector fields
on Mwhich preserve Z1Z2Z30 is generated by the Restricted to
a component X,-: z, 0 we get sections of ©x,(logD,j. The restrictions to
different components satisfy the obvious compatibility condition.
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Sections of Tß are given by vector fields on each component, which vanish
in the triple points. We study 0X;.(l°g A) with the exact sequence

0 — 0X/(log A) —+ 0x; —> ®jNDij/Xi —- 0.

For a d-semistable K3 -surface X in (—l)-form,

H\DihNDlj/Xi) H\0.

Each component Xt is P2 blown up in k > 3 points and H2(SXi) 0,
A°(0X.) - max(0, S-2k), hx(eXi) max(0,2k - 8).

So H°(SXi) ~j~ 0 only in the case that k 3 and the double curve A is a

hexagon. We then call Xt a hexagonal component, or hexagon for short.

3.3. LEMMA [Fl, Cor. 3.5]. For a d-semistable K3-surface X of type III
in (-1)-form, H°(X, 7?) 0.

Proof We first describe the sections of H°(SXi) for a hexagonal
component. We blow up P2 in the vertices of the coordinate triangle. As basis

for the linear system of cubics we take the monomials given by black dots

in the picture below.

o

x2 # • *3

xl • • • x4
X0

3° # # ° 3
Z\ x6 X5 z3

A vector field i? on Xt comes from a vector field on P2 which vanishes

in the points blown up. We can give it homogeneously by Fa2Z2^ +
subject to the relation zi^- +Z2^ +£3^ 0. In the xj coordinates

we get

(a\ -b Ü2 + ß3 + (2«i + a%)xi ^ + (2^2 + A2^
-b (2(22 + a3)x3^ + (2^3 + ai)M~iyy-

+ (2(23 + &\)x5 + (2(2I + a3)x6^ -
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We restrict to the line (x/_i ixj) and take as generator of Tß\Dij the vector
field êj \(xj^ — x/_iQ~—x)- On the (xe :xi)-line $ (a2 — <23)^1 and on
the (x\ :x2)-line $ (a2 — fli)#2. The remaining coefficients 7? ßjßj are

found by cyclic permutation. They satisfy ßj ßj-\ + ßj+i. In particular, two
adjacent coefficients determine all the others and opposite coefficients add up
to zero.

Let 7? G H°(X, 7%) be a non-vanishing global section. As the dual graph
is a triangulation of S2 one has ]>T(6 — eß — 12, where is the number of
components of the double curve Z);. So there exist non-hexagonal components,
and 7? vanishes on them. Suppose vanishes on Xo and not on the adjacent
hexagon X\. We are going to look at the restriction of 1? to other components,
as illustrated in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1

Coefficients of a vector field

Let T — X0 fl Ii fl be a triple point. We know that 7? vanishes
on Xi ni0- If it also vanishes on Xx D X[, then it vanishes altogether,
contrary to the assumption. Therefore X[ is also hexagonal. Let 7? ß<ä0 on
£>11/ Xi nX[ c Xi. Considered on X[ the restriction of 7? is -ß times
the generator. The other triple point on Dn, involves a hexagon X'2, which
contains also the triple point Xx nZ2. Considered on X'2, the coefficient
of the restriction of 7? to is ß, to X'2 flXi it is -/?, so to X!2HX2
it is 2/3. Therefore on X2, t3 has adjacent coefficients 0, 2/3. Inductively
we find components X'n, Xn with the coefficient nß occurring. As there are
only finitely many components, this is impossible.
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k

3.4. Theorem. Let A (J be a d-semistable Resurface of type III
i= 1

in (—1 )-form, with k components. Then

dim H\X, t£)18,

dim#°(X, Tx)1,

dim H\X,Tj) k-1.

So dim T% k +19, dim Tf k— 1.

Proof. As the dual graph triangulates S'2 we have V — E + F 2,
where V k, the number of components of X, E is the number of
double curves and F is the number of triple points. Each double curve
contains two triple points, so F 2/3E, which makes E — 3k — 6.

A component A;, which is P2 blown up in öi points, has et 9 — (5/

double curves. Observe that J2iet — ^E. The exact sequence above gives
dim//1 (A, 7j) 2(5 - ef) + E 10V - 3£ k + 18.

We have A°(A, T%) A°(D, Od) 1 and A1 (A, T^1) A^D, Od) 1-*
1 - (E - 2F) A - 1.

3.5. Locally trivial deformations of a d-semistable A3-surface X are

unobstructed and fill up a codimension one smooth subspace of the base of
the versai deformation with tangent space Hl(X,T^). This means that every
equation of the base is divisible by the equation of this hypersurface. As

one obtains the base space as fibre of a map Tl —» T2, we look at the

map

Ob: Hl{Tx)xH°(T)
Let £ be a global generator of T^1. The existence of a second smooth

component (of dimension 20) follows, if one can show that the linear

map Ob( £): Hl(T:jj?) —» Hl(T^) is surjective. To describe it we

start with the map Ob( £): > T^1. Locally A is a hypersurface

given by an equation / 0 and elements of T£ come from ambient

vector fields satisfying $(/) cf. We can choose coordinates such

that £ acts as / *-* 1. Then Ob($,£) — c£. In the normal crossings

situation the map Ob( ,£) is surjective and we get an exact

sequence

o —><s ——>o.
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The kernel of the map Ob(. ,0: Hl(Tß) 0 can be characterised
k

in a different way ([F-S]). If X |J Xi occurs as central fibre in a degeneration
i= 1

A' —* 5, we define k line bundles Li := (9^(X/)|x. On a d-semistable X they

can be defined by

Li\Xi 0Xi(-Di),
Li\xJ 0Xj(Xin%), j + i,

with appropriate gluings, using the global section of Od(X). The bundle Li
defines a class £/ in

H\X, 0*x) « ker {//2(X, Z) - tf2(öx) C}

which therefore lies in Hl(Ql /r1), where Q1/rl are ^e Kähler differentials
modulo torsion [F2, Sect. 1]. The condition that Lt lifts to line bundles on a

locally trivial deformation with tangent vector ê G H1 (7J) is that ($,£/) 0

with the perfect pairing 0 Hl(Q}/rl) —» H2(öx) C [F2,

(2.10)]. The surjectivity of the map Ob( 5|) follows from the following
lemma.

3.6. LEMMA. The classes £; span a (k — I)-dimensional subspace of
H\X,Z).

Proof. We compute H2(X, Z) as the kernel of the map

0 H2(Xj,Z)0 H2(Dy,Z).
Each ß gives rise to a divisor aimDlm on X/, 1, ..with coefficients
satisfying alm + am/ 0 (and alm f 0 only if or i m). The relation

E 6 0 holds.

Let now X0& 0 G H2(X, Z). It gives rise to a divisor ßimDim

on Xi. If the classes D/m are independent in Z), then ßlm 0 for
all m.This condition is not satisfied if X/ is a hexagon. Then we can only
conclude that ßi,m-i+ ßi,m+i ßimWith the same argument as in the proof
of Theorem 3.3, illustrated by Figure 3.1, we infer that even in this case
ßim 0 for all m.

Therefore b, b} for all pairs (ij)suchthat X, n Xj 0. This implies
that ^2 bißis a multiple of 0£i D
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We summarise:

3.7. THEOREM [F2, (5.10)]. A d-semistable K3 -surface X of type III
is smoothable. Its versai base space is the union V\ U V2, where V\ is

a smooth hypersurface corresponding to locally trivial deformations of X,
which meets transversally a 20-dimensional smooth subspace V2, with V2\V\
parametrising smooth K3 -surfaces and V2 fl V\ locally trivial deformations
of X for which Öd(X) remains trivial.

3.8. Embedded deformations. We relate the above results to direct

computations with generators and relations for the cone over X, as for the

tetrahedron. The case of cones over non-singular varieties is treated in [S2].
We suppose that the affine cone C(X) over X is Cohen-Macaulay. The starting
point is the exact sequence

(3.1) 0 —¥ Tç{X) —* 0c«+i |c(X) —> Nc(X) —» TlC{X) —> 0,
which we shall relate to exact sequences of sheaves on X. We set U C(X)\0 ;

then 7r: U — X is a C* -bundle over X. For a reflexive sheaf T on C(X)
we have H®(C(X),T) HQ(U,T). All sheafs T considered here have a

natural C* -action, so decomposes into the direct sum of eigenspaces. In
particular, the degree 0 part is the sheaf of C* -invariants. With homogeneous
coordinates jq the C*-invariant sections of H°(U, 0c«+i |c(X)) can be

considered as elements of H°(X, F* <g>c Ox(I))', where V H°(X, Ox(1)). We

get the degree zero part T^xf0) as cokerH°(X, V*&cQx(l)) H°(X,Nx/p«).
We factorise this map corresponding to a splitting of the exact sequence (3.1) :

(3.2) 0 — T°C(X) — ©c»+i |c(x> —» —+ 0,

(3.3) 0 —» G—* Ncm —> — 0.

Denoting by Qx the sheaf of C* invariants associated to G we dbtain

H°(X, V* ®C Ox(l))— H°(X, Çx) —>

On X we have the exact sequence

0 —» Qx —» Ax/p» —> Tx —> 0.

The short exact sequence (3.2) gives

0 — Viffx —> y* Ox(l) ^Gx—^0
with Viffx the sheaf of differential operators on X, which is related to Tx

by the exact sequence

0 Ox —* Viffx —> 0.
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3.9. PROPOSITION. LetX be a d-semistable K3 of type III
The space of infinitesimal locally trivial embedded deformations is H

of dimension k+ 17. It has codimension one in

Proof From the computation of hin3.4 and the exact sequence

for Viffx we conclude that h,0(Viffx)1. As hl(Ox) 0 and

h2(Ox) 1 we get the exact sequence

0 —» H1 ÇDiffx) —» —* —» H2(Viffx) — 0.

The line bundle 0(1) determines a class G H1(Q}/t1), which lifts to a

deformation 0 G Hl(X,T$) if and only if (d,h) 0 with (-, -) the perfect

pairing H\T$) ® H\Q}ft1)->H2(Ox) C. This accounts for the non-

algebraic deformation direction. So dim= 17 and V2(Viffx) 0.

We then obtain

H\x, Viffx) coker {H°(X, V* ®c Ox(l)) —H°(X,

and hl(Qx)0, as hl(X, Ox(1)) 0 for i > 0. Finally we get Hl(Nx/p,.)

Hl(Tx) and the exact sequence

o _» H°(X, Gx)— H°(X,Nx/p.)—» H°(X, Tj?) — 0.

3.10. For 7c(X)(0) we can argue as in the smooth case [S2, (1.25)] to

obtain the exact sequence

o —» T2C(X)(0)—> H\X,Nx/pn)—
with the dj the degrees of the generators of the ideal of C(X) (or of X). In

particular, in our situation T2ax)(0) H\Nx,r») H\Tt).

3.11. THEOREM [F-S, (5.5)]. A d-semistable K3-surface X of type III
in P" is smoothable by embedded deformations. They form a 19 -dimensional

smooth component.

Proof. In the embedded case the base space is also the fibre of a map
between the relevant cotangent modules, and the locally trivial deformations are

unobstructed. The map Ob: H1 ÇDiffx) x H°(Tx) —> Hl(Tx) is the restriction
of the obstruction map in 3.5. We observe that Hl(Viffx) is transversal to

p|kerOb( &), as the class h satisfies h2> 0 and is therefore independent
i

of the classes of the
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3.12. The topology of the special fibre. One can compute the

homology Z) with a Mayer-Vietoris spectral sequence [P, Prop. 2.5.1]
with E1-termE)>

q -Hp(Xlq\Z), where Xm ]J Xm ]j DtJ and X[2]

the set of triple points Xt fi Xj D Xk.

k

3.13. PROPOSITION. X |J Xi be a d-semistable K3 -surface of
i— 1

type III in {—I)-form, with k components. Then

dim H0(X, Z) 1,

dimtf2(X, Z) fc+19,
dimH4(X, Z) k.

Proof The El -term of the spectral sequence looks like :

©W,Z)
0

©tf2(Xf,Z) ©H2(Ay,Z)

0 0

© HoÄ-, Z) © //o(Ay, Z) © #o(7V*, Z)

To prove that the map ©//2(Z)y Z) ©iT2(Xj, Z) is injective we observe

that ©y//2(A/, Z) —>#2(X,Z) is injective unless ^ is a hexagonal component.

We take care of those by arguing as in the proofs of Lemmas 3.3 and

3.6. If the component Xt is obtained by blowing up P2 in öt points, then

Z?2(X) Si + 1 10 — ej with the notation of 3.3, so the cokernel of the

map ©tf2(A/, Z) -4 ©iT2(X/,Z) has dimension 10V — 3E ^ + 18. The

dimension formulas now follow from the spectral sequence.
*

3.14. We describe the non-algebraic homology class in more detail. Each

double curve contains two triple points, which are homologous, so the boundary
of an interval. On a component Xt these intervals make up a closed polygon
(with ei edges), which itself is the boundary of a topological disc. For the case

of P2 blown up in 4 points this is illustrated in Figure 5.1 : after blowing up we
have a pentagon, which is the boundary of the strict transform of the shaded

area. With the given coordinates this strict transform consists of all points on
the Del Pezzo surface with positive coordinates. Finally the discs glue together
to a real polyhedron with the same dual graph as the complex surface X.
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3.15. A nice construction for studying the homology of the general fibre is

given by [A'C]. Let at : Zt -* X be the oriented real blow-up of X{ C X. This

is a manifold with boundary, whose boundary dZ\ — erf1 (A;) is isomorphic

to the boundary of a tubular neighbourhood of Xt in X. The fibred product

a : Z —> X of the crz is a manifold with corners. Its boundary Af := dZ comes

with a map to A. It also fibres over Sl : the composed map Z ^ X ^ S 3 0

j extends to a map from Z to the real oriented blow-up of S in 0 (polar
j coordinates A fibre of Af —> Sl is then a topological model of the general
I fibre.

This model is not sufficient to describe the monodromy. One has first
to replace X by the geometric realisation of the simplicial object A['] : one

replaces each double point by an interval, and each triple point by a 2-simplex.
A final fibred product then gives the new model. For details see [A'C, §2].

4. Hodge algebras

4.1. Stanley-Reisner rings. Let A be a simplicial complex with set

of vertices V {ui,... ,vn}. A monomial on V is an element of Ny. Each
subset of V determines a monomial on V by its characteristic function. The

support of a monomial M: V —> N is the set suppM {v G V | M(v) ^ 0}.
The set ZA of monomials whose support is not a face is an ideal, generated
by the monomials corresponding to minimal non-simplices.

Given a ring R and an injection (f>: V —> R we can associate to each
monomial M on V the element cj)(M) YlveV (ß(v)M(v) G R. We will usually
identify V and and write M G R for (ß(M). This applies in particular
to the polynomial ring K[V\ over a field K. The ideal ZA gives rise to the
Stanley-Reisner ideal /A C K[V]. The Stanley-Reisner ring is Aa K[V]/IA.

Deformations of Stanley-Reisner rings are studied in [A-C].

4.2. Example. Let A be an octahedron. We map the set of vertices to
C[xu...,x6] such that opposite vertices correspond to variables with index
sum 7.

The Stanley-Reisner ring is minimally generated by the three monomials
x/x7_/. The spaces smoothes to a A3-surface, the complete intersection of
three general quadrics. A general 1-parameter deformation is not semi-stable,
because the total space has singularities at the six quadruple points of the
special fibre.
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*1

Figure 4.1

Octahedron

4.3. Remark. To get an octahedron as dual graph we need the incidence
relations of a cube. The toric variety associated to a cube is P1 x P1 x P1.

The general anticanonical divisor is a smooth K3, whereas the complement
of the torus is the unions of six quadrics (each of the form P1 x P1) with
dual graph the octahedron. A small resolution of a general pencil yields a

semistable degeneration.

4.4. Definition [D-E-P]. Let H be a finite partially ordered set and

X an ideal of monomials on H. Let K be a commutative ring and R a

commutative K-algebra. Suppose an injection <fi : H R is given. Then R is

a Hodge algebra (or algebra with straightening law) governed by^ X if
H-l R is a free K-module admitting the set of monomials not in X as basis,

H-2 for each generator M of X in the unique expression

(*) M kM,N E K,
N0:

guaranteed by H-l, for each x £ H dividing M and each N ^ X with
kM,N 7^ 0 there is a yM,N dividing N and satisfying yM,N < *•

The relations (*) are called straightening relations for R.
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4.5. If R is graded and the elements of (j>(H) are homogeneous the

straightening relations give a presentation for R [D-E-P, p. 15].

We note that R is a deformation of the discrete Hodge algebra governed

by X, whose ideal is generated by the monomials M.

4.6. Example. The equations of the tetrahedron of degree 12 of 2.2 are

straightening relations. We take X as Stanley-Reisner ideal Xa, where Ä is

the stellation of the tetrahedron: in each top-dimensional face we take an

additional vertex, which is joined to all vertices on the face. The partial order

on the set of vertices is obtained by declaring the new vertices to be smaller.

The discrete Hodge algebra then has equations xtxj, x{yj and yjykyi-

5. The dodecahedron

5.1. To get an icosahedron as dual graph we need the incidence relations

of a dodecahedron. Each side should be a rational surface and the intersection
with the other surfaces should have a pentagon as dual graph. A pentagon
occurs as hyperplane section of a Del Pezzo surface of degree 5. So we can
realise our dodecahedron by gluing together 12 Del Pezzo surfaces.

We first describe the Del Pezzo surfaces. Each of those is an extension of its

pentagonal hyperplane section. Its coordinate ring can be obtained as Stanley-
Reisner ring of a pentagon as 1-dimensional simplicial complex. Introducing
variables jys we get the equations y/_iyz+i. With an extra variable x the Del
Pezzo surface has equations

yi-iyt+i-xyt - x2.

These are the Pfaffians of the matrix
0 y\ X —X -ys\

-y\ 0 y2 X —x

—x -yi 0 X

X —x X3 0 y4
K y5 X —X -34 o y

We can check that this is indeed a smooth Del Pezzo of degree 5 by giving an
explicit birational map from P2, which blows up four points, see Figure 5.1.

To the variable x corresponds a new vertex at the centre of the pentagon.
By joining it to all other vertices we obtain a 2-dimensional simplicial complex,
and the homogeneous coordinate ring of the Del Pezzo surface is a graded
Hodge algebra governed by the Stanley-Reisner ideal of the complex: to
satisfy H-2 we take x to be less than all yt.
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Figure 5.1

Blowing up P2 in 4 points

5.2. To construct a normal crossings dodecahedron of degree 60 we glue
twelve Del Pezzo surfaces. We get a simplicial complex A by stellating a

dodecahedron : we take in each face the centre of the pentagon as extra vertex.
A non-convex realisation of this complex is the great stellated dodecahedron.

5.3. PROPOSITION. The coordinate ring of the dodecahedron of degree 60

is a graded Hodge algebra governed by Za-

We describe the equations for a dodecahedron X with icosahedral symmetry
in more detail. We have 20 variables ya, one for each dodecahedral vertex
and 12 variables xt from the extra vertices in the faces. We will denote the

vertices by a and i. As two face vertices are not connected by an edge we
have 66 equations x&j 0, i If ia is not an edge, we have x(ya 0 ;

there are 180 such equations. The non-edges aß come in two types: in
100 cases the line aß does not lie in a face of the original dodecahedron,

leading to yayp 0 ; if it lies in such a face we get a Del Pezzo equation

(in 5 x 12 60 cases).

We summarise:
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Type Equation Conditions #

(1) XtXj i 7éJ 66

(2) Xtfa Ja not an edge 180

(3) yayß aß not in face 100.

(4) yay-y - *07? - Del Pezzo 60

The relations follow from the relations between the generators of the

Stanley-Reisner ideal of the great stellated dodecahedron, which have a

particularly simple form: we get a relation for each pair of equations which

have one variable in common.
This gives the following list of relations, where we suppress the conditions

on the indices; they can be deduced from the list of equations.

Type Relation #

(1-1) (XiXj)xk- 440

(2-1) Xiya)Xj- 1980

(2-2) (xiya)yp ~ 1260

(3-2) (yayp)Xi - 1200

(3-3) ^ayp)y1- (yayAyp 780

(4-2) (yay7 ~ Xiyß - A)xj - X+ + 660

(4-3) (yay7 - xtyp - A)ys-(yayö)y-y + tewX*; + yp) 860

(4-3) 0ay7 - *07? - A)ys - (yays - xjyß - xj)y7

+ (xïy5){xi+ - + yp) 40

(4-4) relations from matrices 60

We use the equations and relations to compute infinitesimal deformations.

The computations are similar to the case of the tetrahedron of degree 12. To

illustrate our methods we prove that the dodecahedron X has no nontrivial
extensions. This statement means that X is only a hyperplane section of the

projective cone over it. To prove this we have to show that the affine cone

C(X) has no deformations of negative degree.

5.4. Proposition. TlC(X)(-v) 0 for v > 0.

Proof. As all quadratic equations occur in linear relations we cannot

perturb the equations with constants, so Tl(—2) 0.
Now we consider deformations of degree — 1. We start with equations of

type (1), which we perturb as follows:

xixi + XaVXm + X bPa
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The relations (1-1) together with the equations give

44 + bpky<x + J2 b"kxjya

hoc edge ja edge

This shows that 0 for k £ {ij}. For each a we can find a k £ {ij}
such that ka is an edge, so 0 and the deformation has the form

xtXj + a\jXi + ajjXj

We now perturb equations of type (2) :

xtfa + Y^aTaxm + ^bLyß
and use the relations of type (2-1):

aLxj+ biaxjyß

jß edge

to conclude that a{a 0 for all j ^ i, bfa 0 for all ß ^ a and bfa a[-

for all j such that ja is an edge. It follows that ajj akik for all j and k.

Using the coordinate transformation dXi we may therefore assume that the

equations of type (1) are not perturbed at all, while those of type (2) have

the form X{ya + a\aXi.

Perturbing equations of type (3) in a similar manner as yayß + Jß aaßxm +
Y2 blßy7 we find from the relations (3-2) that

4p4+ Kßx
ry edge

aaß tfLß 0 for 7 ^ {a, ß} and b^ß aliOL. The coordinate
transformation dya can be used to eliminate the perturbation of the equations
of type (2). Then those of type (3) are not perturbed either.

Finally we look at the Del Pezzo equations (4). From the relations (4-2)
we conclude as before that the only possible perturbations have the form

yay~f - xtyp -alaiXi.

Here Tä, iß and vy all are edges. This means that we can look at each Del
Pezzo separately. From the matrix of relations we obtain that alai 0.

5.5. PROPOSITION. The dodecahedron X with icosahedral symmetry
is d-semistable. The space of locally trivial embedded deformations has

dimension 29.
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Proof. We describe a global section of the sheaf 7^ without proof. To

formulate the result we use the alternative notation yqk for ya, if ia, ja and

Tea are the edges involving a.
The equations of type (1) are not deformed, unless ij is an edge, in

which case we have x;X/ + dyijpyijq. An equation of type (2) is perturbed to

x/ya + d(xjyijp + Xjyijq + xf) if a (jkl) is opposite the edge \pq] ; if ijp, ijq

and a =jqr are three consecutive vertices, as are a jqr, ijq and iqs, we get

Xiya+d(xjyljq +xqyijq +yfjq) and in all other cases the equation is not deformed.

All perturbations of the equations (3) vanish except when a and ß are

nearest possible : one can reach ß from a by passing three edges. Suppose

that the vertices on this path are ß — ipo, ijp, ijq, jqr a. Then we set

y^yß + dixpyijq + xjyijp + yijpyijq). The Del Pezzo equations are not deformed.

We compute locally near a triple point and look at the chart ya 1. All
variables can be eliminated except yp, y1 and y<5 such that aß, a7 and aô

are edges, and xt, Xj and x^, where a, ß and 7 lie on the face k, etc. We

have nine equations left, of three types: xtxj + dys, Xkys + d(l + x; +xy) and

the Del Pezzo equation ypy1 — Xk — x\. The last one shows that even Xk can
be eliminated, as the double curve lies in x* 0. By multiplying the Del
Pezzo equation with ys and using the other equations we get

ß

ypy^ö + d(\ + xi + xj + xk).

This shows that our d-deformation indeed represents the class [1] G H°(Od)
H\TJ).
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Proposition 3.9 gives the dimension of the space of locally trivial
deformations, but it can also be computed directly. For each Del Pezzo we have 5

deformations by multiplying the jq in a given column of the defining matrix
with a unit of the form 1 + eg. These deformations are trivial and can also
be obtained by multiplying the ya by suitable factors. In total we have 60

such deformations, but globally we have only 31 diagonal coordinate
transformations (32 variables, but we have to subtract one for the Euler vector
field).

5.6. THEOREM. There exists a semistable degeneration of K3 -surfaces of
degree 60 with icosahedral symmetry; whose special fibre is our dodecahedron.

5.7. The rotation group Geo — A5 of the icosahedron acts symplectically
on the general fibre Xt and the quotient Xt/Geo is again a K3 -surface,

with 2 A4, 3 A2 and 4 A\ singularities [X]. The locus of such surfaces has

dimension two in moduli, so together with a polarisation there is only a curve
of such surfaces. It would be interesting to know this curve. A deformation

computation as above only gives a parametrisation with power series ; anyway,
the computation is too complicated.

We can take the quotient of the special fibre, which is our dodecahedron.

Invariants for the icosahedral reflection group are

x=y2xi' Yi y2ya> X
aß edge

and a skew invariant Z is obtained by taking the Geo orbit of Xiyayß(ya —yp).
After a coordinate transformation X 1—> ^X, I2 •— Y2Jr\XY\ß-\X2 the quotient
is given by the equation

0 Z2 + 5X2F|(4F2 + 8X2 + 12X7! -
+ (307 + 20X)7X3(X2 + X7 - 72) + X3(3X + 47)(X2 + X7 - F2)2

This is a surface of degree 8 in the weighted projective space P(l,l,2,4).
These numbers are in Reid's list of famous 95 and the general Xg C P(l, 1,2,4)
is a K3 -surface with 2 A\ singularities. Our surface has a double line and

two A4 singularities, at Y2 — X2 + XY\ — Y2 — 0.

5.8. Finite groups acting symplectically on K3-surfaces have been

classified by Mukai [Mu], see also [X]. Mukai gives an example of a K3 -surface

with even an action of the symmetric group 65 :
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X\ + X2 + Y3 + X4 + X5 — 0

%Q + xf + X2 X3 + X4 + X5 — 0

x] + X2 + Y3 + X4 -f- X5 0.

An element of S5 acts by permuting the coordinates x\, Y5 and multiplying
xo by its sign. By changing the last equations to tx$ +x\ A-x\ +xl +x\ — 0

we obtain a pencil of A5 -invariant surfaces. The semistable model of the

degeneration at I 00 is of type I.

5.9. The Stanley-Reisner ring of the icosahedron. A different

family of K3 -surfaces with icosahedral symmetry is obtained by smoothing
the Stanley-Reisner ring of the icosahedron. The infinitesimal deformations

can be found from [A-C, Sect. 4] or computed directly with the methods
above. All deformations are unobstructed (T^X) 0). We have — 0

for v < 0 and diml^^O) 30. Furthermore the dimension of H°(Sx)
equals 11, which fits with the fact that X deforms to smooth K3 -surfaces

(30- 11 19).
We number the vertices as in Figure 5.2.

We have two types of equations, depending on the distance between
vertices. On suitable representatives the infinitesimal deformations are

0

11

Figure 5.2

Icosahedron

XQXß + £06-^2^3 *0*11
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By taking all Eij equal we get an icosahedral invariant deformation. The lift to
a one-parameter deformation seems to involve power series of the deformation
variable (I computed up to order 7). Anyway, equations for a K3 of degree
20 are not very illuminating.

As before, this deformation is not semistable, because the total space has

singularities. Each vertex of the icosahedron gives a singularity, which is the

cone over a pentagon. It is smoothed negatively, with total space the cone

over a Del Pezzo of degree 5. We resolve these singularities by blowing
up. We introduce 12 Del Pezzo surfaces. The sides are blown up in three

points, giving hexagons. The dual graph of the central fibre is now a stellated
dodecahedron. The object itself consists of pentagons and hexagons. It contains

a real homology class, as described in 3.14, which looks like a football, so

our special fibre is a complexified football.

5.10. A DEGENERATION OF degree 12. The existence of the two type III
degenerations above with icosahedral symmetry follows from a deformation

argument, but it is too complicated to give explicit equations. In the football
case pentagons arise because of the singularities of the total space. This

suggests that one can get a degeneration of low degree by blowing down

components of the special fibre. Blowing down means removing vertices from
the dual graph.

Dual graph and its realisation for X of degree 12

We start from the icosahedron (Figure 5.2) and remove non-adjacent
vertices, say those numbered 0, 7 and 10. This means breaking the symmetry.
The resulting dual graph is shown in Figure 5.3. Of the double curves on
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the components, six are triangles and four are rectangles. We realise them

on planes, resp. quadric surfaces. The picture also shows a realisation (as a

real polyhedron). We cannot take the Stanley-Reisner ideal, as the realisation
contains rectangles. For those we take an equation of the form xy — zt. One

may think that a rectangle can be triangulated in two ways, each giving a

monomial, which are forced to be equal. The result is a surface X C P7

of degree 12. With the numbering in the figure we get the S3-invariant
ideal

x0x7

XqX/\. XQX5 XßXß

X\Xß x2x6 X3X4

X\X7 — X4X5 X2X7 — JC4A6 X3X7 — X5X6

XXX2X2

The next thing to do is to compute the T1 and T2 for the affine cone
C{X) over X. This is conveniently done with a computer algebra program.
A computation with Macaulay [B-S] gives the following result:

5.11. LEMMA. As Oq{X) -module Tc^X) is generated by eight elements,
represented by the following perturbations of the equations :

XqX7

X0X4 — C2X\X2 X0X5 — C2X\X2 XoXß — C\X2X2

Y1Y6 + b0x7 + bix6 + b2x5 + b3x6

Y2X5 + box7 + b\Xß T- b2x$ + b2Xß

X3X4 + boxj + b\X6 + b2X5 + b2Xß

X\X7 — X4X5 X2X7 — X4X6 X3X7 — X5X(S

x\x2x2 -j- ax0 T b\x2x2 T b2x\x2 T b2xix2

and dim7^^ 2, concentrated in degree —2.

The quadratic obstruction is given by a(ci - c2) a(cx - cf) 0. We
conclude that the degree zero deformations are unobstructed. The base space
for C(X) in non-positive degrees has two components. As we are mainly
interested in S3 -invariant deformations we consider only the component with
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ci c2 — c3 {=: c). The component will be obtained by substituting
polynomials for the deformation variables a, bi and c. A computation gives
the equations

xoXj + c(box7 -\rb\X6 + b2X5 + &3X6 + ac),

X0X4 — CX\X2 X0X5 — CX1X3 X0X6 — CX2X3

X1X6 + b0x7 + bix6 + b2x5 + Z?3x6 + ac,

x2x5 + box7 + bix6 + b2x5 + b3x6 + ac,

X3X4 + box7 + bix<s + b2x5 + fr3x6 + ac

X1X7 — X4X5 X2Xj — X4X6 X3X7 — X5X6

x4X2X3 + ax0 + b\x2X3 + b2x\X3 + Z73X1X2 - bo(box7 + b\x6 + b2x5 + b3x6 + ac).

For c/0 we derive the three equations X0X7 — cx/X7_/, which show that we
have a hypersurface in the cone over P1 x P1 x P1.

5.12. PROPOSITION. A general one-parameter deformation in degree 0

on the component described above has a minimal model in {—I)-form with
the icosahedron as dual graph for the central fibre. In particular, this holds

for

a c(xq + x0(xi + x2 + x3) + x\ + X2 + X3),

b0 cx7

b\ c(x2 + x3 + x6 + x7),

b2 c(xi + X3 + X5 + X7),

b3 c(x 1 + x2 + x4 + x7).

Proof. One first checks that the general fibre is a smooth K3 -surface.

For this it suffices to look at the hypersurface in P1 x P1 x P1. *

In the particular example the total space has at the origin of the affine
chart x\ 1 a singularity, which is isomorphic to the cone over the Del Pezzo

surface of degree 5, as it should be : the point to check is that we indeed have

a generic local deformation. Furthermore there are 18 singularities of type
A\. On the (xi,X4)-line we have the point x\ +X4 0. On the (xo,xi)-line
we have two points, given by x§ +xoXi +x\, and on the (x7,X7)-line the two
points Xg T- X6X7 + Xj. The other singular points are found by symmetry.

By blowing up the three singularities of multiplicity 5 and making a

small resolution of the A1-points we get a smooth total space. To obtain the

(—l)-form one has to place one exceptional curve on either component in case
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the double line contains two singularities. If there is only one, the exceptional

curve should lie on the triangle component.
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